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Abstract. We propose a logical framework for specifying and proving assertions
about program termination and non-termination. Although program termination
has been well studied, it is usually added as an external component to a specifi-
cation logic. Here we propose to integrate termination requirements directly into
our specification logic, as temporal constraints for each execution phase of every
method. Our temporal constraints can specify a strict decrease in some bounded
measure for termination proofs or the unreachability of method exit for non-
termination proofs. The reasoning on these temporal constraints is supported by
a novel temporal entailment procedure. Furthermore, our termination-enhanced
logic can leverage on richer specification logics to help conduct more intricate ter-
mination reasoning for programs with heap manipulation or multiple terminating
phases. Through a seamless integration into the specification logics, we expect
our termination reasoning to benefit from any future improvements to our logics,
and vice-versa. With an experimental evaluation, we report on the usability and
practicality of our approach for capturing both termination and non-termination
reasoning for an existing verification system.

1 Introduction

Termination proving is an important part of correctness proofs for software systems.
Hoare logic has long distinguished two notions of verification proofs, called partial and
total correctness, with the latter requiring a termination obligation. Total correctness,
denoted by Hoare triple [P ]c[Q], requires the code fragment c to be shown terminating
in addition to meeting the poststate Q after execution. Though termination of code is
expected for total correctness, the exact condition for termination is not explicitly spec-
ified in the logic. Instead, Hoare triples for total correctness expect the well-founded
termination measure for each loop to be separately provided. Moreover, the possibility
of non-termination for certain scenarios are not explicitly considered. Thus, termina-
tion and non-termination proofs are often considered as being logically distinct from
functional correctness proofs.

A similar situation applies to state-of-the-art verification systems, such as Dafny
[23] and KeY [1]. They support termination proving through the provision of well-
founded measures, in addition to partial correctness proofs for programs. Though these
measures are captured in the specification, they are logically distinct from the specifi-
cation logic on functional correctness. As an example, consider a method to compute
factorial and its specification.



int fact(int n)
requires n≥0
variance n

ensures res=n!;
{ if (n==0) return 1;
else return n ∗ fact(n−1); }

Fig. 1. Code and Spec for fact.

Apart from the precondition n≥0 (specified by
requires) and postcondition res=n! (specified by
ensures) where res denotes the result of the method,
the specification also captures a variance annota-
tion n that denotes a well-founded (decreasing) mea-
sure for the method to support its termination proof.
While the variance annotation is given in the speci-
fication, it is not part of the logic formulae used for
writing pre/post specifications. As a result, termination proofs are logically distinct (or
separated) from the correctness proofs. Thus, current approaches have a disadvantage
that termination reasoning cannot take advantage of the logical connectives that are
found in the specification logic. Moreover, the possibility of non-termination of the
code (e.g., when n<0 for the fact example) is not explicitly captured in the specifica-
tion. Explicitly capturing non-termination property is helpful for correctly detecting the
scenarios under which real non-termination bugs (or errors) would occur. This detection
can help support code fixes subsequently.

In this paper, we propose to integrate termination and non-termination proving re-
quirements directly into a specification logic by introducing three temporal constraints
that specify if a computation must terminate, may terminate, or must diverge. The total
correctness of programs, specified by the enriched specification logic, is then verified
by a set of Hoare-style verification rules, via a novel temporal entailment. This temporal
entailment allows the termination and non-termination proving to be unified under one
roof and the verification to be carried out in a modular fashion. Furthermore, this ap-
proach allows a heap-based verification infrastructure, namely [24], to be easily utilized
for constructing termination and non-termination proofs. Our current proposal is based
on an integrated logic together a set of entailment and Hoare rules to verify termination
and non-termination properties. We have not yet developed analysis techniques to au-
tomatically infer the temporal constraints for this logic. This issue is orthogonal to our
current proposal, and could benefit from past techniques on termination analysis.

Our paper is organized as follows. Sec 2 gives an overview of our proposal with the
help of three small but practical examples. Sec 3 shows how we can embed termina-
tion constraints into our specification logic and then utilize an entailment procedure for
termination (and non-termination) proofs through Hoare-style code verification rules.
Sec 4 outlines a soundness proof for our termination calculus. Sec 5 describes our im-
plementation of the verification platform for the integrated logic which was applied to
a large set of programs. Sec 6 compares with related work prior to a short conclusion.

A summary of our research contributions is listed below:

− An integrated specification logic, enriched with three temporal constraints, to sup-
port both correctness proofs and termination/non-termination proofs.

− A set of temporal entailment and Hoare rules to support the proof of well-founded
measures for termination, and unreachability of method exit for non-termination.

− Soundness proofs for both termination and non-termination reasoning that are inte-
grated with the small-step operational semantics. Termination arguments are given
in the extended ordinals so that∞ forces non-termination.



− An implemented verifier for our new integrated logic for termination and non-
termination reasoning, that has been successfully incorporated into separation logic.
The new logic is expressive: we have used it to specify and verify the termination
behaviors for some 200+ benchmark programs collected from a variety of sources.
Our implementation is available for download from:

http://loris-7.ddns.comp.nus.edu.sg/˜project/hiptnt/

2 Overview of Our Proposal

We extend specification logics with temporal constraints that can specify the termina-
tion and non-termination behaviors of programs. The integration of the temporal con-
straints into formulae of the underlying logics brings a temporal flavor to the interpre-
tation of these formulae. An enhanced formula not only describes a program state at a
fixed point in time but also prescribes the future execution of the program. Hence, a pre-
condition expressed in the enhanced logic form now describes some liveness property
for each phase (or precondition) of the verified methods.

We introduce three temporal constraints: (i) Term M (ii) Loop (iii) MayLoop, that
can be used for termination reasoning, as follows: If Term M is declared for a phase of
a method m1, it signifies that any execution from this phase of the method will always
terminate. We check this terminating behavior by ensuring that M (denoting a list of
integer measures1) is bounded. Furthermore, every callee m2 reachable from this phase
must have all its reachable phases declared (and verified) with a terminating constraint,
say Term N, with a measure N that is lexicographically smaller than M. These checks on
the temporal constraint Term M will guarantee that the corresponding phase of method
m1 always terminates by the Floyd/Turing’s variant function method [15].

If Loop is declared for a given phase, it signifies that any execution from this phase
of the method will go into an infinite loop. This means that when we invoke the method
in such a phase, its execution never returns. Such non-terminating behavior is proven
by showing that the method’s exit is unreachable for the given phase.

Lastly, the temporal constraint MayLoop declares that the termination behavior for
a phase is unknown. Executions corresponding to this phase may or may not termi-
nate. This constraint is handy for two reasons. Firstly, this declaration is necessary to
specify programs whose termination (or non-termination) has not yet been proven (i.e.,
the Collatz conjecture) or depends on unpredictable user input. It can be also used for
programs whose termination proofs are beyond the capability of underlying theorem
provers. Secondly, this constraint can always be used as a default, for any phase for
which we have not yet proven its termination or its non-termination. As a result, we can
easily support incremental specification of method termination behaviors.

Let us look at some examples, starting with a termination-enriched specification
(Fig. 2(a)) for the fact method given earlier. Note how temporal constraints Term[n]

and Loop are directly infused into the specification logic, in the method’s precondition.
Their presence helps us explicitly specify two distinct scenarios for the fact method.

1 We use a list of integers for simplicity, though other kinds of well-founded measures would
work just as well.

http://loris-7.ddns.comp.nus.edu.sg/~project/hiptnt/


int fact (int n)
requires n<0∧ Loop ∨ n≥0∧ Term[n]
ensures (n<0→false)∧ (n≥0→res=n!);

while (x>y)
requires x≤1∧Term[1, 1−x]∨

x>1∧Term[0, x−y]
ensures x′≤y′;
{ y=x+y; x=x+1; }

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Examples on numerical programs

When the input is n<0, the temporal constraint Loop specifies that the method will
go into a loop.2 This non-termination behavior is explicitly proven by checking that
the method exit is unreachable (as specified by the false state in the corresponding
postcondition n<0→false). When the input is n≥0, the corresponding phase is declared
to be terminating with temporal constraint Term[n] where n is a bounded measure that
will decrease with each transition to its (recursive) callees.

The next example is a simple loop in Fig. 2(b) whose termination proof is not so
obvious. We provide a specification for this loop using pre/post conditions with two
distinct terminating phases. The first phase with precondition x≤1 denotes a phase
where the bounded measure −x+1 is progressively decreased. Eventually, the value
of x becomes larger than 1 and the second phase with precondition x>1 and temporal
constraint Term[0, x−y] is reached. In the second phase, the bounded measure x−y is
progressively decreased. The two terminating phases have two distinct measures−x+1
and x−y that are decreasing for their respective phases, but may be incompatible other-
wise. To maintain well-founded measures for both phases, we prefix their termination
measures with two distinct numbers, 1 and 0, respectively, such that one measure is
lexicographically smaller. The order is preserved, as it is possible for the first phase to
reach the second phase, but not vice-versa.

The first two examples show that the termination-enhanced logic is expressive enough
to describe not only independent termination scenarios but also phase-change [7] sce-
narios in numerical programs. Let us now look at how temporal constraints can be easily
added to a richer specification logic based on separation logic [24] to verify termination
and non-termination behaviors of heap-manipulating programs. Consider a method for
finding the length of a linked-list defined to the right of following diagram.

User-defined shape predicates and lemma length method
data node { int val; node next}
predicate lseg(root, n, p) ≡
root=null ∧ n=0

∨ ∃v, q · root7→node(v, q)∗lseg(q, n−1, p)
inv n≥0;

predicate clist(root, n) ≡
∃v, q · root7→node(v, q)∗lseg(q, n−1, root)
inv n>0;

lemma clist(root, n)←
∃v, q · lseg(root, n−1, q)∗q 7→node(v, root);

int length (node x)
requires lseg(x, n, null)∧Term[n]
ensures lseg(x, n, null)∧res=n;
requires clist(x, ) ∧ Loop

ensures false;
{
if (x==null) return 0;
else return 1+length(x.next);
}

2 The verification system assumes the use of arbitrary precision integers. In case finite integers
are used, we may give a different temporal specification for this phase.



The length method is terminating for any acyclic linked list. This can be specified
by lseg(x, n, null) predicate which denotes a list segment of length n, terminated
by a null value, as defined in the left column. The integer n, courtesy of the lseg

predicate from separation logic, can be directly used in our temporal constraint Term[n]
as the terminating phase’s well-founded measure. Termination proving for heap-based
programs in other verification systems is much more complicated. For example, in order
to prove the termination of the length method, Dafny requires an auxiliary field in the
data node definition to monitor the set of nodes of a list and another function to check
if a linked list is acyclic. This node set is then used as its termination measure.

Furthermore, we have also specified a scenario with a circular list, clist(x, ), for
which the method can be proven to be non-terminating. The specification for this sce-
nario is aided by the clist predicate, together with a (provable) lemma. This lemma
gives another view of the circular list, which is required when checking the precon-
dition of the recursive length call. Though the specification logic for this example is
considerably more complex, our temporal constraints can be integrated into the under-
lying logic in just the same way. Due to such a tightly coupled union, our integrated
approach to termination and non-termination reasoning can directly benefit from new
proving techniques developed for any specification logic, and vice-versa.

3 A Logic for Termination and Non-Termination Reasoning

Y ::= requires Ψ Y | ensures Φ

Φ ::=
∨
∃v∗ · ρ

Ψ ::=
∨
∃v∗ · (ρ∧ ϑ)

ϑ ::= Loop | MayLoop | Term X

Fig. 3. An Integrated Logic

The proposed temporal constraints can be freely
integrated into any specification logic (leverag-
ing on their expressivity) to prove termination
and non-termination properties of various pro-
grams. To better illustrate the key mechanisms of
our approach, we shall begin with a simple spec-
ification logic as the underlying logic, as shown
in Fig. 3. The pre and post conditions are speci-
fied by the requires and ensures keywords, followed by the usual logic formula. We
denote sequences of variables v1, . . . , vn by v∗ and temporal-free formulae in the un-
derlying logics by ρ. For simplicity, we assume that ρ is a linear arithmetic formula,
but we can always generalise this to more expressive logics, such as separation logic.
The novel aspect of Fig. 3 is the temporal constraint ϑ, which is directly integrated into
the precondition formulae as a conjunct. We have proposed three temporal constraints
to capture: guaranteed non-termination Loop, possible non-termination MayLoop, or
guaranteed termination Term X, where X is a ranking function (termination measure)
built using variables from the underlying logic formulae. In general, termination argu-
ments can be equipped with arbitrary measures that can be shown to be well-founded;
however, our implementation specializes them to lists (with bounded length) of non-
negative integer expressions.

Formal definitions of these temporal constraints can be given in terms of the small-
step operational semantics of the language, ↪→s. For simplicity, we assume that loops
have already been translated to tail-recursive methods, where each infinite loop is as-



sumed to require infinite stack space. Furthermore, let Lσ[[ϑ]] be a bound on call stack
size, prescribed by temporal constraint ϑ under context σ.

Definition 1 (Term X) Temporal constraint Term X holds for all states σ for which
the transitive closure of ↪→s does not contain states with call stack size greater than
Lσ[[Term X]], where Lσ[[Term X]] is obtained by evaluating X in the context of the pro-
gram state σ.

Definition 2 (Loop) The Loop temporal constraint holds for all states for which ↪→s

requires an unbounded call stack.

Definition 3 (MayLoop) The MayLoop constraint holds for all states. In other words,
the boundedness of executions starting in states satisfying MayLoop is uncertain.

In addition, a program state s satisfies ρ ∧ ϑ if and only if it satisfies the constraint
ρ (with respect to the semantic of the underlying logics) and the execution starting with
s satisfies the temporal constraint ϑ.

3.1 Temporal Entailment

Φ ` (x:X)>l [ ] ; Φ
Φ ` x>y ∨ x≥y∧X>lY ; ΦR

Φ ` (x:X)>l (y:Y) ; ΦR

Φ ` MayLoop� Term X;Φ
Φ ` MayLoop� MayLoop;Φ
Φ ` MayLoop� Loop;Φ

Φ ` Loop� Term X;Φ
Φ ` Loop� MayLoop;Φ
Φ ` Loop� Loop;Φ

Φ ` X>lY ; Φr

Φ ` Term X� Term Y;Φr

Fig. 4. Entailment for Temporal Constraints

The temporal judgment, Φ ` ϑ1 � ϑ2 ;Φr, allows us to specify a set of valid
reasoning rules for our temporal formulae ϑ1, ϑ2 that are independent of the underlying
logics and the domain of termination measures. Temporal entailment means that starting
from an initial context that satisfies the program state Φ and temporal formula ϑ1, we
can make a transition to a new program state Φr that satisfies the temporal formula ϑ2.

Temporal entailment is useful for program verification because termination related
entailments need only appear during the verification of method calls3 which may go
into an infinite execution. That is, from a program state that requires termination condi-
tion ϑ1, our modular verification mechanism would only allow invocations to methods
whose termination requirement described by a compatible temporal constraint ϑ2 with
the caller constraint ϑ1.

3 Loops are supported in our verification system by an automatic translation into tail-recursive
methods with pass-by-reference parameters.



Definition 4 (Temporal Compatibility) The temporal constraint ϑ2 is compatible with
ϑ1, ϑ1 � ϑ2, iff for all states in which ϑ2 holds ϑ1 also holds.

This definition is then formalized as key properties of the temporal entailment in Fig. 4.
For example, if the temporal requirement of the current context is a definite ter-

mination Term X, which indicates that all further progresses starting from this context
are terminating, then the temporal property of the transition’s destination must be defi-
nitely terminating (i.e., Term Y), in such a way that the specified termination measures
are always decreased across the transition, that is X>lY. The ordering relation >l on
the termination measures is also defined in Fig. 4. Note that the operands of >l are
either empty, [ ], or non-empty, (x:X), with x as the head and X as the tail of the list.
One benefit of our approach is the ability to offload the decreasing measure proof to the
entailment checker of the underlying logic. Moreover, this also allows us to leverage on
other capabilities (such as inference) of the underlying entailment system.

In contrast, if the temporal constraint of the current context is Loop or MayLoop,
which indicates that the overall execution under this context is definitely non-terminating
or possibly non-terminating, these (possibly) infinite program behaviors cannot be ob-
served under finite transitions. Instead, the validity of the non-termination would have
to be checked at the exit of method declaration through an unreachability check.4 As a
result, they can be compatible with any temporal constraint appearing as the target of
each transitional check. Note that unspecified transitions, such as Term X � Loop, are
flagged as temporal errors detected by our reasoning system.

3.2 Logical Entailment

Here we show how to construct a logical entailment system for formulae with temporal
constraints by extending an existing entailment system with the help of the temporal
entailment rule we just described. Without temporal constraints, let the underlying en-
tailment system be of the general form Φ ` Y;Φr denoting that Φ implies Y with
frame Φr. The frame can aid both analysis and inference mechanisms by capturing any
residual state that is not required by the entailment for some substructural logics.

By introducing temporal constraints, the judgement system changes slightly. We
allow both Ψ and Y to contain temporal constraints. The new entailment system de-
constructs disjunctive antecedents using the rule [ENT−LHS−D] until the ρ ∧ ϑ form
with a single temporal constraint is encountered. This deconstruction would similarly
be applied to the consequent Y until another ρ∧ϑ form is encountered. This is then fol-
lowed by a temporal handling rule [ENT−TERM] that would split a logic formula with
a temporal constraint into two parts, namely logical and temporal. The logical goal
is solved by the entailment ρa ` ρc;Φ of the underlying logic. The temporal goal
is solved using the temporal entailment rules presented in Fig. 4. The solving process
for the temporal constraint leverages on the entailment outcome Φ from the underlying

4 The unreachability of method exit is only checked for Loop temporal constraint, and is not
required for MayLoop as the latter may terminate.



CheckLoop(ρ ∧ Term X) CheckLoop(ρ ∧ MayLoop)

CheckLoop(Ψ1) CheckLoop(Ψ2)

CheckLoop(Ψ1 ∨ Ψ2)

ρ ` false

CheckLoop(ρ ∧ Loop)

Bound≤c(ρ ∧ MayLoop) Bound≤c(ρ ∧ Loop)

Bound≤c(Ψ1) Bound≤c(Ψ2)

Bound≤c(Ψ1 ∨ Ψ2)

n ≤ c ∧ ∀i∈{1..n} · (ρ ` xi≥0)
Bound≤c(ρ ∧ Term[x1, ..., xn])

[FV−call]

t0 mn((t v)∗) Y {code}∈ Program
Ψ ` Y;Ψr

` {Ψ}mn(v∗) {Ψr}

[FV−ret]

CheckLoop(Ψ)

` {Ψ} return v {Ψ ∧ res = v′}

[FV−method]

(ΨPre, ΦPost) = Y
` {ΨPre} code {Ψ} Ψ ` ΦPost ;Ψr Bound≤c(ΨPre)

` t0 mn((t v)∗) Y {code}

Fig. 5. Hoare Verification Rules: Method Call and Declaration

logic, which is simply added to the antecedent of the temporal entailment.

[ENT−LHS−D]

Ψ =
∨
∃v∗i · (ρi ∧ ϑi)

∀i · (ρi ∧ ϑi) ` Y;Ψ ir
Ψ ` Y;

∨
∃v∗i · Ψ ir

[ENT−TERM]

ρa ` ρc;Φ
ρa ∧ Φ ` ϑa � ϑc;Φr

ρa ∧ ϑa ` ρc ∧ ϑc; (Φr ∧ ϑa)

Observe that due to the incorporation of temporal constraints, the ` symbol does not
precisely mean “entails” in the usual sense. For example, from MayLoop on the LHS we
can reach either Loop or Term X on the RHS, an obvious contradiction under the usual
meaning of entailment. Instead, given a temporal constraint ϑ on the LHS, a temporal
constraint ϑ′ on the RHS means that calling a function whose termination behavior is
ϑ′ is allowed by the current temporal constraint ϑ.

3.3 Hoare Logic

In Fig. 5, we give a fragment of a Hoare logic for an imperative programming language.
Due to space limitation, we only show the rules relevant to the termination logic, which
are the forward verification rules for return and method call, as well as a judgement for
whole-method verification. Language syntax and other Hoare rules are given in [21].

It is common in termination reasoning to explicitly modify the method call rule
to require that the current measure has decreased. In our system, the compatibility of
temporal constraints for both termination and non-termination reasoning is checked
implicitly within the logical entailment in the rule [FV−call], resulting in a standard-
looking Hoare rule for method call. In this rule, the entailment firstly ensures that the



S,H, I |=Ψ1∨ Ψ2 ≡ S,H, I |= Ψ1 or S,H, I |= Ψ2

S,H, I |=∃x∗i ·(ρ∧ϑ) ≡ ∃ν∗i ·S[(xi 7→νi)∗],H, I |= ρ
and S[(xi 7→νi)∗],H, I |=ϑ

S,H, I |= Term X ≡ top(I) = X

S,H, I |= Loop ≡ top(I) =∞L

S,H, I |= MayLoop ≡ top(I) =∞M

Fig. 6. Model for Formulae with Temporal Constraints

logical and temporal precondition of the callee mn is satisfied/compatible at the call site
and then computes the poststate of the method call.

More uniquely, we have modified the Hoare rule for function return [FV−ret] to
include the loop consistency check CheckLoop. The CheckLoop test guarantees non-
termination if our temporal context is Loop by proving that method exit points must be
unreachable. This check for Loop distinguishes it from the MayLoop constraint.

The final rule of interest is the whole-method verification rule [FV−method]. In
the basic setting, the specification of a method Y only contains a pair of pre and post
conditions (ΨPre, ΦPost), whose structure is described by Ψ and Φ from Fig. 3. In a
richer logic setting with structured specifications and multiple pre/post specifications,
Y will be split into a set of pairs of pre and post conditions by an auxiliary method.
Then, for each pair (ΨPre, ΦPost), we check that:

1. the termination measure in precondition ΨPre is properly bounded using the Bound≤c

check, where the constant c is the pre-defined bound on the measure’s length, and
2. the Hoare judgment verifies that the function body code transforms the precondition
ΨPre to some poststate Ψ , and

3. the calculated poststate Ψ entails the postcondition of the function ΦPost with some
residue Ψr (which might be useful for further checking, such as proving the absence
of memory leaks by requiring Ψr to be an empty heap).

4 Semantics and Soundness

Our goal here is to demonstrate the soundness of our termination-aware Hoare logic.
First, we provide a model for program states that allows us to formally define our new
temporal formulae. Second, we define an operational semantics that gets stuck on tran-
sitions that would falsify termination constraints. Finally, we define that Hoare triple
with respect to our operational semantics and prove the soundness of our Hoare rules.

Temporal formulae. Traditionally, program state consists of a stack S (locals) and heap
H (memory). To model the temporal constraints we add a new component I called the
termination stack, which is a list of counters i. Each counter is an element of the set
N≤c ∪∞L ∪∞M , where∞L and∞M are two distinguished symbols /∈ N≤c, and c is
the maximum number of ranking functions. The domain N≤c captures lists of natural
numbers with lengths that are not more than c. For any given program, c is always a
constant. As we will see, the operational semantics will get stuck if we try to make a



∞L >L i ∞M >L i (x:X) >L [ ]

x>y

(x:X)>L (y:Y )

x≥y X>L Y

(x:X)>L (y:Y )

t0 mn((t v)∗) {code} ∈ Program

∃n · top(I) >L n

<(S,H, I),mn(w∗)> ↪→ <([v 7→S[w]]∗ : S,H, n : I), code>

it 6=∞L

<(st : S,H, it : I), return v> ↪→ <S |res 7→st[v],H, I,nop>

Fig. 7. Key Rules in Operational Semantics

function call when the head of I is less than the callee’s termination specification (that
is, when the callee will take more time than is available) or if we try to exit a function
(i.e., return) when the head of I is∞L. In Fig. 6, we model the formulae of our logic
over the program state (S,H, I).

Operational semantics. We have modified a standard small-step operational semantics
to incorporate our termination stack. In Fig. 7, we show the method call and return
rules; the other rules do not interact with the termination stack in any interesting way.
Fig. 7 also defines an ordering relation>L over counters, which determines if the metric
allows a new method call or not. This >L relation is tightly related to the temporal
entailment explained in Sec 3.1.

The method call operational rule ensures that the elements of the counter stack
are always ordered with respect to the >L relation; that is, for any I=[i1, . . . , in], we
have in>L · · ·>L i1. The semantics will not allow (e.g., eventually gets stuck) infinite
executions from states in which the counter stack contains only finite elements (i.e., in
N≤c). This follows from two observations. First, finite counters place a finite bound
on depth of the call stack; second, there are only finite number of recursion points in
a method body.5 Therefore, infinite executions are only possible if the counter stack
contains an infinite element.

The return operational rule ensures that functions that are supposed to loop for-
ever never return. If a function whose termination context forces Loop (i.e., whose top
termination counter is∞L) tries to return, it gets stuck.

Hoare Triples. We define the Hoare triple in a continuation-passing style as in Appel
and Blazy [2]. A configuration is a pair of code k and state σ. We say a configuration is
safe, written safe(k, σ), if all reachable states are safely halted or can continue to step:

safe(k, σ) ≡ ∀k′, σ′ · <σ, k> ↪→∗ <σ′, k′>→
(k′ = nop ∨ ∃σ′′, k′′ ·<σ′, k′> ↪→ <σ′′, k′′>)

5 As mentioned previously, our language does not have loops—in fact, a preprocessing step
transforms loops into tail-recursive functions.



We say that a formula F guards code k, written guards(F, k) when the code k is safe
on any state accepted by F :

guards(F, k) ≡ ∀σ · σ |= F → safe(k, σ)

We now define the Hoare triple {Ψ}c{Φ} in a continuation passing style using guards:

{Ψ}c{Φ} ≡ ∀k · guards(Φ, k) → guards(Ψ, c; k)

Although following the approach of Appel and Blazy, however, we tried to include
just enough detail to indicate how the termination assertions fit in the setup without
overwhelming the presentation. Therefore the Hoare tuple is simplified to a triple, the
terminology also changes slightly, our “configuration” is (analogous to) their “continu-
ation”, “formula” to “assertion”. We conclude by stating theorems for soundness. The
proofs of these theorem can be found in the extended version of this paper [21].

Theorem 1 (Safety). If ` {Ψ} c {Φ} then ∀σ · σ � Ψ → safe(c, σ).

Theorem 2. The standard Hoare rules (e.g., assignment, frame, conditional, sequential
composition) are sound with respect to the semantics of our Hoare judgment.

Theorem 3. The Hoare rules for method call and return are sound.

5 Experiments

We have implemented the proposed termination logic into an automated verification
system, called HipTNT.6 The integration of the termination logic into an existing sys-
tem allows us to utilize the infrastructure that has been developed for some richer spec-
ification logics, such as separation logic and structured specification with case analysis,
beyond a simple first-order logic. As a consequence, we are able to specify and verify
both termination and non-termination properties, in addition to correctness properties
for a much wider class of programs, such as numerical programs and heap-manipulating
programs. In this system, the final proof obligations are automatically discharged by
off-the-shelf provers, such as Z3 [9], Omega Calculator [27] and Redlog [13]. The
following experimental results show the expressivity of our new integrated logic.

5.1 Numerical Programs

The verification system was evaluated using a benchmark of over 200 small numerical
programs selected from a variety of sources: (i) from the literature [7,10,8,3,18], (ii)
from benchmarks used by other systems (i.e., AProVE [16], Invel [28] and Pasta [14])
and (iii) some realistic programs, such as the Microsoft Zune’s clock driver that has a
leap-year bug. Most of the methods in these benchmark programs contain either ter-
minating or non-terminating code fragments, expressed in (mutual) recursive calls or
(nested) loops.

6 Our implemented system and benchmark programs used can be downloaded from
http://loris-7.ddns.comp.nus.edu.sg/˜project/hiptnt/

http://loris-7.ddns.comp.nus.edu.sg/~project/hiptnt/


To express the programs’ behavior more precisely and concisely, we integrated the
proposed logic into an enhanced mechanism for structured specification with automatic
case analysis. The more expressive specification language can be formally described by
the following grammar rule:

Y ::= case {π1⇒Y1; . . . ; πn⇒Yn} | requires Ψ Y | ensures Φ
It allows the decomposition of a program’s behavior into multiple disjointed scenarios
(guarded by πi) for easier comprehension. This decomposition also helps with verifica-
tion performance, as it helps to reduce disjunctive form and to avoid repeated proving of
common sub-formula. For example, the new structured specification of the fact method
in Sec 2, can be defined as follows:

int fact (int n)
case { n<0→ requires Loop ensures false;

n≥0→ requires Term[n] ensures res=n!; }
To support the structured specification, it only requires a minor change on the

[FV−method] rule of the Hoare verification rules in Fig. 5. The given specification Y
will be split into a set of pairs of pre and post conditions and then each pair will be
verified in the same manner as the basic rule.

Fig. 8 summarizes the characteristics and the verification times for a benchmark
of numerical programs. Columns 3-5 describe the number of preconditions that have
been specified and successfully verified as terminating, non-terminating or unknown,
respectively. As hoped for, the number of preconditions annotated by MayLoop occupies
the smallest fragment (about 3%) of the total number of preconditions. Such MayLoop

constraints were only used in some unavoidable scenarios as discussed in Sec 2. In
contrast, the Term constraints (with the given measures) are in the majority because
most of the methods are expected to be terminating, except for the Invel’s benchmark
which focuses on mostly non-terminating programs.

Our verification system can perform both correctness and termination proofs. Col-
umn 7 (TC) gives the total timings (in seconds) needed to perform both termination
and correctness proofs for all the programs in each row, while column 6 (PC) gives the
timings needed for just correctness proofs. The difference in the two timings represents
the small overheads needed for termination and non-termination reasoning.

Benchmarks Programs Term Loop MayLoop PC(s) TC(s) Overhead (%)

Invel 59 136 78 12 7.41 7.93 6.56
AProVE 107 482 99 7 12.48 13.86 9.96

Pasta 44 219 10 3 3.25 3.88 16.24
Others 27 111 19 15 2.30 2.63 12.55

Totals/(%) 237 948 (79.6%) 206 (17.3%) 37 (3.1%) 25.44 28.30 (10.11%)

Fig. 8. Termination Verification for Numerical Programs

5.2 Heap-manipulating Programs
We have also conducted termination reasoning on our own benchmark of heap-based
programs as shown in Fig. 9. The modular structure of the termination reasoning frame-



work in Sec 3 facilitates the embedding of temporal constraints into a richer specifica-
tion mechanism based on separation logic, automatically extending it to proving termi-
nation or non-termination properties over heap-manipulating programs. The temporal
entailment judgment in the [ENT−TERM] rule can leverage on the power of the sep-
aration logic entailment engine to discharge the temporal constraints in a heap-related
entailment. For example, consider the following entailment, which might be encoun-
tered when verifying a method call with heap arguments,

lseg(x, n, null) ∧ x6=null ∧ Term[n] ` x7→node( , y)∗lseg(y, n1, null) ∧ Term[n1]

The frame inference for separation logic can infer the constraint n1=n−1 (e.g.,
by the unfolding mechanism introduced by [24]) when checking the spatial part of
the entailment, which is a necessary condition to ensure the validity of the temporal
entailment judgment

lseg(x, n, null) ∧ x6=null ∧ n1=n−1 ` Term[n]� Term[n1]

Due to the tight integration with the underlying logic, this task of specifying and ver-
ifying the termination properties was pretty easy even though some of the programs use
non-trivial data structures (e.g., Red-Black and AVL-trees), or non-linear constraints
(e.g., the BigNat program, which implements infinite precision natural numbers (by
linked lists) with procedures for addition, subtraction, multiplication, in addition to a
fast multiplication method based on the Karatsuba algorithm [19]). We have success-
fully determined that none of the methods have any unknown termination behaviors.
All the methods were terminating, except for some methods in circular list and perfect
tree. In the case of the latter, a method to create perfect tree would go into an infinite
loop if a negative number was given as its height. The termination verification has also
been done on some medium programs taken from the SIR/Siemens industrial test suite
[11]. The result is discussed in detail in [21].

Programs LOC Procedures Term Loop MayLoop PC(s) TC(s) Overhead (%)

AVL 390 13 18 0 0 13.89 14.66 5.25
Linked List (LL) 135 13 13 0 0 0.28 0.29 3.45

Sorted LL 480 13 15 0 0 1.33 1.38 3.62
Circular LL 80 4 4 4 0 1.04 1.18 11.86
Doubly LL 174 11 12 0 0 0.41 0.46 10.87
Complete 112 6 7 0 0 2.58 3.53 26.91
Heap Tree 214 5 6 0 0 14.82 15.12 1.98

BST 165 6 6 0 0 0.93 1.04 10.58
Perfect Tree 83 5 5 1 0 0.32 0.33 3.03

Red-Black Tree 556 19 25 0 0 6.22 6.40 2.81
BigNat 235 18 18 0 0 15.13 15.42 1.88

Totals/ 2624 114 129 5 0 56.95 59.81 (4.78%)
(%) (96.3%) (3.7%)

Fig. 9. Termination Verification for Heap-manipulating Programs



Furthermore, during the verification of termination properties, we discovered a bug
in our own merge method (for two AVL trees) that went into a loop due to wrong param-
eter order. Partial correctness proof did not detect this problem. It was later corrected
into a terminating method, courtesy of our newly integrated feature. The bug discovery
benefit of termination reasoning was also seen for a known bug problem of the Zune’s
clock driver. Termination property of this driver, which expects all methods to terminate
with any input, cannot be proven due to the presence of a leap-year bug. Our tool can
soundly confirm this non-termination bug through the Loop temporal constraint.

6 Related Work

Temporal logics [20] have been previously proposed for reasoning on a wide range of
liveness properties, including those applicable to concurrent systems, such as fair ter-
mination. However they are less suited for our more limited goal of proving termination
and program safety for sequential programs, for two reasons: (i) they are more difficult
to integrate into existing safety-oriented correctness verifiers, and (ii) they tend to focus
on low level descriptions of the execution behavior (over a variety of automata) making
them less compatible with specification logics for conventional programs.

Many existing verification systems are able to construct both termination and cor-
rectness proofs. A system closely related to our approach is Dafny [23]. Although Dafny
allows one to specify termination property for both methods and loops, it is unable to
specify possible non-termination for methods and definite non-termination for loops.
There is a “decreases ∗” clause that can be specified for loop which means that such a
loop may be possibly non-terminating, but such specification is not allowed for meth-
ods. Furthermore, as each method and loop can only have a single termination measure
for each pre/post condition, the user would have to write more a complex measure
(using pure functions or ghost variables) that incorporated all possible phases of termi-
nation into a single measure. This is often more cumbersome than our current proposal
which allows disjunctive logic to specifying multiple termination measures for different
phases. Finally, due to the absence of an integrated logical system for termination and
non-termination reasoning, the termination property for methods may fail to take into
account of the possible non-termination behavior of loops inside these methods.

method main (n : int)
requires n>0;
decreases n;
{ if (n>0) {

while (true) decreases ∗; {}
main(n−1); }}

For example, the beside Dafny method does
not terminate when n>0. Although the while-
statement in the body of main had been specified
as possibly non-terminating, the termination of
main with the provided measure “decreases n”
is successfully verified by Dafny! In comparison,
our verifier will report an error due to the viola-

tion on the temporal entailment rules by the invalid temporal transition Term [n] �
MayLoop when a possibly non-terminating loop is encountered.

There were two past works that we are aware on termination proving of heap-based
programs. In [4], Berdine et al. used the number of inductive unfoldings on heap predi-
cates (e.g., the length of a linked list predicate) as an implicit ranking function to support
termination proofs. However, this approach might have problem with programs like the



Karatsuba multiplication method, in which the length of lists is not always decreasing.
In [6], Brotherson et al. proposed a radically different approach based on the cyclic
proof which did not require any explicit ranking function. In contrast, our approach
uses explicit ranking measures that are possibly non-linear.7 Moreover, we have also
allowed non-termination to be specified and verified.

Most past works have focused on termination proving [22,5,25,8,12] where good
inference mechanisms have been developed for (mostly linear) measures. However,
more recent works [17,28,16,26] have also focused their attention towards automati-
cally proving non-termination. In [17], the authors introduced a model-checking based
approach that searches for an infinite program execution as a counterexample to ter-
mination. Furthermore, some of these systems could handle both termination and non-
termination detections. For example, the AProVE system [16] uses term-rewriting sys-
tem to perform its analysis, while the system proposed in [28] analyse imperative loops
by using termination graphs in conjunction with constraint solving techniques. Our pro-
posal is complimentary to these past works since our aim is to integrate both termination
and non-termination constraints directly into specification logics. We have done so, and
have also successfully evaluated its applicability on a wide range of programs, covering
both loops and recursion, as well as numeric and heap-manipulating programs.

7 Conclusion

Termination reasoning has been intensively studied in the past, but it remains a chal-
lenge for the technology developed there to keep up with improvements to specification
logic infrastructure, and vice versa. We propose an approach that would seal the fate
of both areas more closely together, through a tightly coupled union. Our unique con-
tribution is to embed termination and non-termination reasoning, with the support of a
temporal entailment, directly into specification logics. We believe this approach would
have long-term benefits. Its expressivity is enhanced by any improvement to the under-
lying logics. It can also benefit from infrastructures that have been developed for the
underlying logics, including those that are related to inferencing. Last, but not least, it
has placed termination reasoning as a first-class entity, much like what was originally
envisioned (in principle) by Hoare’s logic for total correctness.
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